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PROBLEM / FOCUS
 
The main focus of our group is the WATER PROBLEMATIC in Filadelfia. The 
aim of this research is to map the TAJAMARES and try to understand why 
they are located on that specific place, and find the relations with the public 
spaces. How can we improve the collective space in/ around the Tajamares? 
First we mapped all the Tajamares. After that we mainly focused on one 
Tajamares and his neighbourhood. As a result of this mapping, we proposed a 
possible  design strategy.

FILADELFIA CIUDAD 
8600 INHABITANTS

CACIQUE mAYETO 
861 INHABITANTS

Ujhé Lhavos 
6300 INHABITANTS

Yvopeyrenda 
1280 INHABITANTS

Guida Ichai 
350 INHABITANTS

1. INTRODUCTION

ACTUAL SITUATION

The chaco ( 240 000 km2  ) occupies aproximately two third of the territory 
of the whole country of Paraguay. Only two percent of the population lives 
in this area. The reasons for this lack of people are the extreme dry and 
subtropical climate, the lack of modern infrastructure, and above all, the 
lack of water! There is a limited amount of drinkable water. 

Due to the lack of surface water, groundwater and Tajamares  are of great 
importance for the water supply.  
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Fig d: Pumpsystem in the Tajamares

2.  PRINICPE AND WORKING OF THE TAJAMARES

Fig e: children  from the community fishing in 
the Tajamares

 
 
WHAT IS A  TAJAMAR? 
 
A tajamar is is an open air reservoir, excavated by open 
air movement equipment. The dimensions of the reservoir 
is determined by the lateral extent of the sandy 
formation, the depth to the groundwater table, and the 
slope stability of the reservoir walls. Storage volumes 
normally are in the range of 10 000 to 20 000 m3  In urban 
areas, the runoff from the network of streeet ditches 
may be chanelled into the Tajamares. In Filadelfia, a 
system of several infiltration tajamares with production 
wells supply the commercial centre, small industrial 
plants, schools, hospitals and hotels. 

ACCESS TO WATER? 

ROOF COLLECTORS

 urban areas the main source of water  
= rainwater collection from the roofs, 
they store this water underground. 
 
DESALINIZATION
  
private companies, who cell water 
from the Tajamares by Truck. water 
comes from the ground  or Tajamares. 
This is clean water, already filtered. 

TACAMARES

Directly from the Tajamares: but 
this water is not clean yet, has to be 
filtered.

Fig f: principe and working of the Tajamares
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Fig a: Map of existing Tajamares in Filadelfia ( private )source: 
Workshop international  Paris - Mercosur+ Philadelfia 2017

fig b: Map of altitude in FIladelfia

The first map  (fig a ) shows all the private Tajamares in the whole city of Filadelfia. We can see that there are a lot 
smaller privat Tajamares, joined with a pipeline to the bigger Tajamares. Our research is more focussed on the public 
Tajamares. On the second map below ( fig b), you can see a study of the altitude of the filadelfia region. The highest 
part (in red) is located in the west, the lowest part is in the east. For that reason, most Tajamares are located in the 
east part of Filadelfia. In the lowest part there is a flood zone, in rain season in the summer.

3. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION OF TAJAMARES
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4. DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAJAMARES - comparison

* FORMAL PARK
* FENCED
* 2500 M2

* IRRIGATION WATER
* FIXED OPENINGS HOURS

* PRIVATE TAJAMARES
* OWNER: MUNICIPALITY
* ACCESIBLE BY TRUCKS
* WATER PROVISION SYSTEM
* CLUSTER OF TAJAMARES
* FENCED
* GREENERY AROUND 
* LACK OF SHADOW 
* NO BENCHES

* PRIVATE TAJAMARES
* ONLY IRRIGATION
* PRIVATE PROPERTY
* FENCED

* PRIVATE TAJAMARES
* OWNER: MUNICIPALITY
* (PRIVATE) PARC AROUND
* FISHING
* CLUSTER OF TAJAMARES
* SURROUNDED BY GRASS 
* NATURAL RESERVE

* PUBLIC TAJAMARES
* COMUNITY
* OPEN ACCESS
* NO FENCES
* ¨PUBLIC SPACE
* DRINKINGW

1 2 3 4 5
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4. DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAJAMARES - comparison

fig: map off all tajamares in filadelfia + highligt of the ones we mentioned

1
2

3

4

5
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walking path

bike path

car path

truck path

activities and interest points
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permeable vegetative barrier

permeable fence

dense vegetative barrier

hard visual barrier

open spaces
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5. working tajamares summer <-> winter

SUMMER

winter

Fig f: Tajamares in dry season - winter 

maintenance
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5. zoom in tajamares

COLLECTIVE 
POUND

TAJAMAR-WATER 
RESERVE 
4_6 MILIONS 
LITER/ MONTH
FOR INDUSTRY 
AND PRIVATE 
USE

INFORMAL PARKGUARANI COMMU-
NITY
1280 INHABIT.

MINOR TAJAMARES 
FOR WATER EXCESS

INFORMAL PARK

MAIN AVENUE
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6. exploded view + sections

TAJAMAR WATER PUMP PRELIMINAR WATER 
COLLECTOR

SECTION A-A’

STREET

TAJAMAR

INFORMAL 
PARK

WALKING PATH

VISUAL 
CONNECTIVITY

VEGETATION

GUARANI 
COMMUNITY

SECTION B-B’

SECTION C-C’
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7. conclusion <-> Challenge for the future?

1. CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
Desertification & Floading. 
the temperatures are extremer. More contrast.  
More extreme high temperatures and more heavy rainfall.
How will the city deal with this? 

2. EXPANSION OF THE CITY OF FILADELFIA
 
The city of Filadelfia is growing. Demografical expansion.  
-> More need ofwater 
NEED of public spaces. ( water as amenity)  
 

3. PRAGMATIC ISSUE’S
 
Menonites become more and more independent, and are no longer dependent of 
Fernheim municipality.
The majority population of the indigenous communities don’t live in their own 
communties, because they search for more
 economical resources which they can’t find in their own community. They go to 
Filadelfia. The indigineous population shows
 a big increase of 4 percent per year. But they don’t have land to expand their 
communities. In a lot of cases, the people from 
 the communities have to go to Filadelfia to be able to work in a more easy way in 
company fields, farmers, industry. They look for
 social and economical power in the city of Filadelfia.

4.  health conditions
 
Surface water storage -> Extensive areas in the chaco are covered by loams and 
sandy clays and the technique of artificial  infiltration of rainwater cannot be 
practised. In these areas, only saline groundwater is encountered. Tajamares are 
excavated in the low permeable formation, and surface water is stored during dry 
months. this  method of water supply is the most favourable one. Firstly because of 
the high water loss due to the evaporation ( 1500 mm per year) and secondly because 
of the  poor  water quality. The tajamar water caries a high content of clay and silt 
in suspension, together with a multitude of micro organisms, this is very unhealthy 
for the users. infectious diseases are a consequence of this. So we can conclude 
that the water resource is quite unhygienic. 

5. MICRO CLIMATE

Water = vegation 
Shortterm oppurtunity: extraction of sedimentation can be used for:
 - negetable growing, collective gardens
 - create interesting spaces around the tajamares

DESERTIFICATION

FLOODINGS

NEED OF WATER

NEED OF PUBLIC SPACE

TAJAMARES AS AN OPPURTUNITY

PREVENT FLOODINGS

CITY INCREASES WATER 
RESERVE

MORE GREEN SPACES
=> URBAN FARMING

houten, netherland
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8. SOURCES

Fig a: map of existing Tajamers - Workshop international PARIS - MERCOSUR +, Filadelfia 2017.
Fig b: map of altitude in Filadelfia area, Niveles calles extrapolados absolutos, cooperativa colonizadora, multiactiva, Fernheim, 2016.
Fig c: picture taken on the workshop by students from KULeuven.
Fig d: picture taken on the workshop by students from KULeuven.
FIg e: picture taken on the workshop by students from KULeuven.
Fig f: http://www.ifrc.org 

http://www.ifrc.org/es/noticias/noticias/americas/paraguay/western-paraguay-devastated-by-drought/?print=true

houten, netherland


